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SC 4 ELITE
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Circular saw with tilting blade



sc 4 elite New SC 4 eLITe: A veRSATILe 
AND PROfeSSIONAL SAw 
fOR The DeMANDING CRAfTSMAN



Customization for every 
demand of use

Solid and rigid, to 
guarantee long-lasting 
reliability

Precision, practicality, 
cost-effectiveness: the 
right ingredients to get 
great satisfactions



90°÷ 45°

sc 4 elite SAw UNIT

The new saw unit is a sturdy cast iron closed 
loop structure, solidly supported under the 
table by two lateral supports. These solutions 
provide stability and rigidity, guaranteeing a 
perfect cut.

The unit may be fitted with an optional scoring 
unit for a perfect cut even on faced panels. 
The scoring unit is available in the version 
with belt transmission from the main motor, 
or in the version with 0,55 kW (0,75 HP) 
independent motor. The maximum diameter 
allowed for the main blade is 315 mm with 
the scoring saw blade (diameter 100 mm) 
mounted.

The system is protected by a shavings 
conveyor which can be connected directly 
to the extractor, preventing shavings and 
sawdust from falling into the machine.

As well as acting as supports, the lateral 
steady rests allow the blade unit to be 
tilted through 45° in a smooth, effective 
movement.

Saw unit lifting is performed by a strong, 
cast iron structure with dovetail system.

The scoring unit (optional) can be adjusted 
from the outside without tools and allows 
rapid, precise positioning.



	 					 	

sc 4 eliteSLIDING TABLe AND 
OTheR STANDARD DevICeS

Dimensions: 290 x 142 x 1600 mm

Available strokes:
 1660 mm standard
 2310, 2660, 3260 mm on request

 Top quality precision
 Smooth, silent action
 Self-cleaning dustproof system
 Long lasting accuracy, no 

 adjustments required

The Elite sliding table is made of extruded anodised aluminium with a closed honeycomb structure.
The sliding table runs on an exclusive slideway system consisting of calibrated and hardened 
F550 SX steel guides. The sliding table is the result of 50 years’ experience and expertise at SCM.

Anodized aluminium parallel fence with:
 cast iron support with eccentric locking device
 micrometric rack adjustment
 millimetric rule with fine adjustment

Other standard devices:
 table extension on outfeed side
 operating units adjustment by means 

 of fixed handwheels
 readout of saw unit tilting on the machine 

 front side by means of a mechanical digital 
 readout

The Elite machines squaring frame, with 
dimensions 1200 x 650 mm, is supplied in 
standard equipment and complete with:
 3000 mm telescopic fence with

 2 crosscut flip-over stops and 
 quick moving system
 eccentric clamp
 telescopic swinging arm support
 idle roller to facilitate the panel 

 loading/unloading



MAIN DevICeSCustomization for 
every demand of use

Mitre device on the sliding table, to 
rapidly perform mitre cuts without moving 
the squaring fence. Recommended for 
mitre cuts on small workpieces.

Mitre device for squaring frame, to 
find rapidly the most common angles 
with the squaring fence. Useful for large 
workpieces.

Round sliding bar on parallel fence, 
45 mm diameter, in rectified steel and 
complete with: micrometric adjustment, 
cam-locking system and “high rigidity” 
cast iron fence support. Also available with 
digital readout.

For the support of panels with large 
dimensions is available an additional 
table on the sliding table.

Scoring unit with independent motor 
(three-phase 0,55 kW (0,75 HP) 50 Hz) 
complete with blade 100 mm diameter.

Also available as
Belt driven scoring unit
(without independent motor).

Overhead blades protection.
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TeChNICAL feATUReS 
AND OveRALL DIMeNSIONS

sc 4 elite

Cast iron worktable dimensions mm 560 x 840

Blades tilting 90° ÷ 45°

Max. saw blade diameter with scoring blade installed mm 315

Max. saw blade projection from table at 90°/45° mm 100/70

Squaring stroke mm 1660 ÷ 3260

Cutting width on parallel fence mm 900 ÷ 1270

Other technical features
Three-phase motor (S1)
3kW 4HP 50Hz (3,6kW 4,8HP 60Hz)
Three-phase motor (S1)
4kW 5,5HP 50Hz (4,8kW 6,6HP 60Hz)
Three-phase motor (S1) 
5,5kW 7,5HP 50Hz
Single-phase motor (S1) 
1,8kW 2,5HP 50Hz
Single-phase motor (S1) 
3,6kW 4,8HP 60Hz

Self-braking motor on saw blade  (CE only)

 = Standard      = Option 

A = with max. squaring stroke 1660 mm
B = with max. squaring stroke 2310 mm
C = with max. squaring stroke 2660 mm
D = with max. squaring stroke 3260 mm

E = with supplementary table 565 x 840 mm
F = with supplementary table 940 x 840 mm

In this catalogue, machines are shown in CE configuration 
and with options. We reserve the right to modify technical 
specifications without prior notice, provided that such 
modifications do not affect safety as per CE norms.


